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God's foot upon the treadle of the loom 

Moby-Dick 
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Closed book who stole 

who away do brackets 

signify emptiness was 

it a rift in experience 

Mackerel and porpoise 

was this the last of us 



These tallied scraps float 

like glass skiffs quietly for 

love or pity and all that 

What an idea in such a time 

as ours Pip among Pleiads 

Mystical accidentalism for 

sound-hemmed naught in 

night's botanical glossary 

Over unnamed cycles see 

the rich on that rust heap 



Once when the real world 

was our world in its nature 

to mind our would world 

Threshold word little hinge 

hope of bewilderment its 

parchment memory sign 

Each word may be six six 

razzle rungs it may be two 

places at once in the old 

secret escapades a vault 

benediction for one lucky 

one under thimble thumb 



Cobble on downward path 

long story renegade with 

silver money in latch box 

Plaint when then was then 

at the lief end of ciphers 

Cross counterclockwise via 

cobbled childhood juvenalia 

to hobbled rnonosandalisrn 

Choose one rugged raggedy 

quatrain its puppet pattern 



A coverlet has drifted down 

in double compass with sled 

loom as if it were patterned 

Many shuttles many treadles 

That beam was only a straw 

So long as one fact stands 

isolated and strange one 

fact supported by no fact 

Woodslippercounterclatter 

I can spin straw by myself 
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If to sense you are 

alive is pleasant itself 

or can be nearly so

If I knew what it is 

I'd show it-but no 

What I lack is myself 

Come lie down on my shadow 

Being infinitely self-conscious 

I sold your shadow for you too 

Let's let bygones be bygones 

Dust to dust we barely reach 



You sit in our tent of belief 

and ask what to do with it 

Faithful first then frivolous 

Half scientific but good at 

guessing by sensation you 

look at a flame is it orange 

within you or without you 

In another poem I'm in a 

perfectly black room with 

my eyes directed on this 

sheet of paper to make a 

long story short I will tell 

Baba Yaga in her tinsel hut 

to heal your hobble foot 
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Hut running on chicken legs 

Achilles has his heel what's 

left to a thirdhand sightseer 

Caves and rivers imagine 

having to bury yourself over 

and over knock on wood 

Telling the story of a man 

who is responsible for his 

own ruin and is inexplicably 

condemned to wander in 

a one-horse chair eternally 

around Boston from which 

historical song he himself 

cannot free himself with a 

wave of his hand whither-



Dusk friars carrying tapers blow 

farewell kisses to Peter Rugg our 

missing man but what's the use 

he's skipping across roof tops 

Let's be human we can't carry 

the Galoshes of Fortune home 

In the old days I used to sit 

up late till an owl appeared 

Negative infinity melodrama 

I shall never forget you half

way owl shadow marauder 

How you flew over and over 



To stagger and fall to the 

nether side of the hut never 

to stand with your back to 

the forest because the hut 

when it wants to allegedly 

rushes this way then that 

Do you hear the clock lock 

Just wait till I turn back-

When stars are not so faint 

and new astronomers assign 

numbers one may count one 

other and each secretly jot 

down in units and tenths for 

photometrics other instant 

infinitesimal arc predicates 

A nearest faint ghost alias-
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Unseen in canoe or cut glass 

skiff scudding past centuries 

on another map kept secret 

from earth moon vision each 

reflecting an end point where 

is will remain as is etcetera 

Setting sun then Lethe where 

ever fabled swan-white Helios 

in our own time underground 

In this second place we think 

we only think we think though 

our ghosts appear in mirrors 



This side I will show miniature 

network entanglements comma 

Blessings full stop yours very 

half-hesitation semi-colon semi

colon yes the sea lies about us 

Our tininess on earth as such 

These quiet stars each free 

intelligence sealed from us 

Days and hours are blinds 

These screens these means 

each new extreme outvies 

each quickening after after 
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After the millennium a little 

before at brink at the brink 

Humming octaves with wild 

trills of magic and symbolic 

logic a not-being-in-the-no 


